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$63 830 763
The estimated total amounts raised by 

current opening campaigns.

*These are not investment recommendations.

Discover the #TechForGood open campaigns on 
the Equity-crowdfunding platform Start Engine:

July 2021

In Good We Trust

OVERVIEW



Monogram 
Orthopaedics:
“Monogram is a medical 
technology ushering in the 
future of joint 
reconstruction.”

Graze:
“Graze’s safe, autonomous and 
electric mowers eliminate high 
fuel and labor costs and also 
makes a safer worksite by 
lowering operator injuries.”

Parallel Flight Technologies
“Patent-Pending drone technology 
that will allow drones to carry 
heavy pay load for over two hours 
ideal for fighting wildfire, search 

and rescue 4185 logistic mission.””
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Campaign Website

Campaign Website

Campaign Website

$ 8 391 295

$ 5 353 320

$ 6 498 140

PhorMed:
“A biopharmaceutical 
company leading the charge 
in the field of genomic 
medicine using gene therapy 
to treat diseases   ”

Campaign Website

$ 1 578 982

Campaign

$ 2 883 423

StorEn Technologies, 

Inc:
“StorEn answer the call for 
long-lasting, 100% recyclable, 
safe and affordable energy 
storage through evolutionary 

vanadium flow batteries.”

Campaign Website

$ 5 566 799

Website

Fisher Wallace Laboratories:
“A leading non-surgical electronics 
company for the brain. Developing 
products to treat depression, 
anxiety, and insomnia.”

https://www.startengine.com/monogram
https://www.monogramorthopedics.com/
https://www.startengine.com/graze
https://www.grazemowing.com/
https://www.startengine.com/parallel
https://parallelflight.com/
https://www.startengine.com/phormed
https://www.phormed.com/
https://www.startengine.com/fisherwallace
https://www.startengine.com/storen
https://www.storen.tech/
https://www.fisherwallace.com/


Liberty Access 
Technologies:
“Liberty makes electric 
vehicle charging systems for 
schools and buses  .”

Carnot Compression:
“Sustainable oil-free air 
compressors .”

Life Imaging :
“To educate and provide and 
affordable early detection system 
for tow deadliest diseases known 
to mankind, heart disease and 

cancer.””
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Campaign Website

Campaign Website

Campaign Website

$ 1 330 887

$477 091

$1 069 808

Whooshh Innovations:
“Providing fish passage 
solution that enables 
selective fish passage, 
restore natural habitat, and 
limit CO2”

Campaign Website

$ 596 706

Campaign

$ 584 107

IX Water:
“Converting industrial 
contaminated water into an 

asset.”

Campaign Website

$1 070 000

Website

GroGuru:
“Providing software for strategic 
irrigation management, 
empowering farmers in sustainable 
crop monitoring that saves them 
water, resources and extra work.”

https://www.startengine.com/liberty-plugins-inc
https://www.libertyaccesstechnologies.com/
https://www.startengine.com/carnot-compression
https://carnotcompression.com/
https://www.startengine.com/life-scan
https://www.lifeimagingfla.com/
https://www.startengine.com/whooshh
https://www.whooshh.com/
https://www.startengine.com/groguru
https://www.startengine.com/ix-water
https://ixwater.com/
https://www.groguru.com/


Tru Brain:
“Delivering patent-pending 
brain food designed by 
neuroscientists to enhance 
your memory, focus, sleep 
and more.”

O2 Treehouse:
“Builds intoxicating treehouses 
that bring people back to 
nature in a unique and 
beautiful way.”

Saebo:
“Rehabilitation products offer 

stroke survivors a second 
chance

to overcome paralysis and 
regain quality-of-life.”
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Campaign Website

Campaign Website

Campaign Website

$512 534

$ 334 274

$377 129

Wilderwise:
“Designing and building 
lightweight, sustainable, 
modular, two story tiny 
houses on wheels ”

Campaign Website

$ 324 450 

Campaign

$303 713

GoSun Inc.:
“Invest in solar energy to help 

reduce carbon foot print.”

Campaign Website

$683 199

Website

Care Angel:
“On a global mission to empower 
millions of people to take better 
care at lower cost.”

https://www.startengine.com/trubrain
https://www.trubrain.com/
https://www.startengine.com/o2-treehouse
https://www.o2treehouse.com/
https://www.startengine.com/saebo
https://www.saebo.com/
https://www.startengine.com/wilderwise
https://wilderwise.com/
https://www.startengine.com/care-angel
https://www.startengine.com/gosun
https://gosun.co/
https://www.careangel.com/


Kationx:
“Heals the earth through 
providing environmentally 
safe, cleantech products for 
customers including the 
waste water treatment.”

TomBot:
“Tombot makes highly realistic 
robotic animals designed to 
simulate the formation of 
emotional attachment and relieve 
the behavioral and psychological 

symptoms of dementia.”
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Campaign Website Campaign Website

$252 995 $241 976 

Campaign

$67 553

Blue Sky Energy.:
“An Austrian based company 
that designs and builds battery 
storage systems using 
environmentally friendly 

materials.”

Campaign Website

$311 197 

Website

EarthWise:
“Earthwise produces sustainable 
sorbents, made from recycled 
repurposed materials to clean up 
oil and chemical spills.”

$283 220

Hylio, Inc:
“Autonomous drones for 
precision agriculture
.”

WebsiteCampaign

$149 475

Terra Biotics, Inc.
“Organic Plant Nutrients
.”

WebsiteCampaign

https://www.startengine.com/kationx
https://www.kationx.com/
https://www.startengine.com/tombot
https://tombot.com/
https://www.startengine.com/earthwise
https://www.startengine.com/blue-sky-energy
https://greenrockbatteries.com/
https://earthwisesorbents.com/
https://www.hyl.io/
https://www.startengine.com/hylio-inc
https://terrabiotics.com/
https://www.startengine.com/terra-biotics


AgWiki:
“Solving World Food 

Problems Socially
.”

Flower Turbines:
“It provides innovative efficient 
small wind turbines” 
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Campaign Website Campaign Website

$176 119 $3 049 464

Campaign

54 779

LiquidPiston:
“It develops advanced rotary 
internal combustion engines 
based on the company’s 
patented thermodynamic cycle 
and noble rotary engine 

architecture.”

Campaign Website

$16 742 688

Website

FuelGems:
“A revolutionary powerful fuel 
additive with 1500% perspective 
client growth over the last year .”

$708 610

Rumble Motors:
“An electric vehicle company with a 
team in California and a Sweden 
that designs and manufactures 
electric vikes
.”

WebsiteCampaign

$331 675

CycleBoard, Inc..
“Located in southern 
California, CycleBoard designs, 
develops and manufactures 
light personal electric 
vehicles. .”

WebsiteCampaign

https://www.startengine.com/agwiki
https://agwiki.com/login
https://www.startengine.com/flowerturbines
https://flowerturbines.com/
https://www.startengine.com/fuelgems
https://www.startengine.com/liquidpiston
https://www.liquidpiston.com/
https://www.fuelgems.com/
https://www.rumblemotors.com/
https://www.startengine.com/rumblemotors
https://www.cycleboard.com/
https://www.startengine.com/cycleboard


VEER:
“Veer designs carbon 

fiber drivetrains to 
replace dated chain 
drives for light electric 
vehicules
.”

Tanoshi, Inc.:
“Tanoshi is closing the 
worldwide tech learning gap.”
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Campaign Website Campaign Website

$386 406 $72 054

Campaign

$867 623

S.I. Container Builds:
“S.I. Container Builds 

converts gently used 
shipping containers into 
purpose-built housing and 
office space for homeowners 
across the US and Canada.”

Campaign Website

$127 816

Website

Battle Approved Motors:
“A revolutionary powerful fuel 
additive with 1500% perspective 
client growth over the last year .”

$1 354 896

Eli Electric Vehicles:
“Eli reimagines personal 
vehicles by creating advanced, 
efficient and affordable micro-
EVs for daily short trips..”

WebsiteCampaign

$200 764

Pacific Integrated 
Energy:
“Developing a next-generation 
of solar photovoltaic 
materials..”

Campaign Website

https://www.startengine.com/veer
https://www.veercycle.com/
https://www.startengine.com/tanoshi
https://tanoshikidscomputers.com/
https://www.startengine.com/battle-approved-motors
https://www.startengine.com/si-container-builds
https://www.sicontainerbuilds.com/
https://battleapproved.com/
https://www.eli.world/
https://www.startengine.com/eli
https://www.startengine.com/pienergy
https://www.pienergy.com/
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$41 781

ICHOR:
“Revolutionary Emission-

Reducing Technology
.” 

Campaign Website

$246 110 

Roboligent:
“Roboligent designs new 

types of mobile 
manipulator robots to 
automate mundane, 
manual tasks”

.

WebsiteCampaign

$105 535 

Covira Surgical:
“Covira is an early stage 

biotech company 
focusing on 
Revolutionizing surgical 
Infection Prevention”

WebsiteCampaign

$62 674 

Fluo Labs:
“Fluo Labs is a premarket 

clinical stage medical 
device company that is 
reinventing how people 
will manage their seasonal 

allergy symptoms”

WebsiteCampaign

$19 248 

Recombinant 
Technologies:
“Recombinant Technolgoies
is developing a revolutionary 
treatment for Alzheimer’s 
Disease

”

WebsiteCampaign

$21 618 

Oscilla Power:
“Oscilla Power aims to 
harness the significant, 
untapped potential of ocean 
waves and off the first 
commercially attractive 
energy generation solution.

”

WebsiteCampaign

https://www.startengine.com/ichor
https://www.ichortech.com/
https://roboligent.com/
https://www.startengine.com/roboligent
https://www.covirasurgical.com/
https://www.startengine.com/covira-surgical
https://www.fluolabs.care/
https://www.startengine.com/fluo
http://recombtech.com/
https://www.startengine.com/recombinant-technologies
https://www.oscillapower.com/
https://www.startengine.com/oscilla-power
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$18 630

PsiloThera, Inc.:
“Psilothera is a pioneering 

mental health care 
company dedicated to 
creative, modern solutions 
to treat global healthcare 
concerns.” 

Campaign Website

https://www.startengine.com/psilothera
https://www.psilothera.com/

